This book of six chapters begins by situating itself within the specific debates of Latin American scholars since democratization. Chapter 1 highlights some of the unique and important institutional and historical circumstances that created an opportunity for innovative policy at the subnational level. Sugiyama then takes a more theoretical turn in chapter 2, examining the specific debates on policy diffusion. The author does not situate herself within what has been referred to as Weyland's (2006) mid-level theorizing; instead, Sugiyama advocates a more normative framework where ideology (here defined as decisions driven by abstract maxims regardless of self or other; p. 36) and social networks (defined as professionalized ideologically neutral "weak" ties; p. 40) are an influential part of the story of why mayors chose to adopt social programs designed for other cities. Following a quantitatively rich chapter 3 that is not destined for all readers, chapters 4 and 5 make this book. These chapters offer richly nuanced detail through the process of tracing exactly where and when these two ideas originated, the actors involved, and how-and why-they so successfully spread across Brazil. The contrast between the relatively simple idea behind Bolsa Escola, where the ideology of the actors involved clearly mattered in its gradual spread, with the more complicated ideas behind Programa Saúde da Família, where social and professional networks had a clear role within its slow start and rapid diffusion, is wonderfully executed.
To conclude, Diffusion of Good Government fills an important gap in the literature and should be of great interest to Brazilian specialists and to development practitioners. By focusing on the subnational level to uncover the specific mechanisms that facilitated the spread of model social policies across local jurisdictions in Brazil, Sugiyama goes way beyond examining the unique settings where innovations begin. She establishes that political actors really matter, both quantitatively and qualitatively. To the author's great merit, she successfully challenges the assumptions about patronage, clientelism, and the politics that shape reform efforts in Brazil (p. 184), and even more broadly, in the developing world. Most optimistically, this book shows us that decentralization in Brazil did work, as least for some social sector reforms. On January 16, 1992, on an international stage in Mexico City, the peace accords that ended El Salvador's 12-year civil war were signed. The underlying cause of the war was endemic social and economic inequality-an inequality that was facilitated by the alliance of the national armed forces with powerful elites through decades of military domination of society. To understand how the armed conflict challenged this status quo requires looking beyond domestic tensions and taking into account Cold War geopolitics and the myriad of international actors who took sides and perpetuated the civil war, as well as those who were essential to negotiating the terms of its cessation.
Australian
Diana Villiers Negroponte provides a comprehensive political history that details this multifaceted context. Presenting the background to the conflict and a thorough chronology of the peacemaking process, she identifies the national actors and interests, as well as the regional, superpower, and international community actors involved. Her theoretical core applies three different models of political mediation to the actors and actions that ultimately concluded El Salvador's civil war. The author identifies the protagonists, the mediators, and the spoilers of the protracted process of peace negotiation.
After addressing the underpinnings of the civil war in a chapter titled "Ancient Conflicts, Modern Violence," the book unfolds with examinations of the internal sociopolitical dynamics of the guerrilla forces and popular movements, those gathered behind the leftist Frente Farabundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional (FMLN) and the Frente Democrática Revolucionaria (FDR), and those creating internal pressures for a negotiated solution to the war, including conservative politicians affiliated with the Alianza República Nacional (ARENA), the Jesuits, and the USAID-funded Fundación Salvadoreña para el Desarrollo Económico Social (FUSADES). A chapter focused on the role and influence of the U.S. government takes us through the transition from Cold War antagonisms played out in Central America to pressure from the U.S. State Department to reach a solution to end El Salvador's conflict. Among the other external influences examined are the FMLN's relations with Moscow, Nicaragua, and Cuba and the consequences of Soviet President Gorbachev's reform policy, which transformed Soviet Union support for Central America's national liberation movements. The Mexican government is another important external actor, especially during the 1989-1991 period of negotiation. The peacekeeping and mediator role of the United Nations is introduced, and critical moments in the negotiations are detailed.
The achievements of the peace accords include the collection of evidence for the UN Truth Commission. While noteworthy for recognizing the excesses of state violence against civilians in El Salvador's war, this achievement is deflated by the subsequent passage of a general amnesty law that has prevented the prosecution of perpetrators of atrocities. Other remaining challenges include contradictory economic philosophies held by the major political parties, incomplete judicial reform, and an inability of "old fighters" to shake off the enmity generated by the civil war.
The book concludes with a reflection on contemporary El Salvador. Today, in the aftermath of civil war, El Salvador demonstrates increased democratization, particularly with the emergence of political pluralism. The FMLN has gained the presidency, and their power sharing with ARENA extends throughout the nation. The withdrawal of the armed forces and the formation of a national police force attempts to correct a tradition of impunity. The reform of the judiciary continues to take shape. In economic terms, El Salvador has modernized its economy in line with the "Washington Consensus." However, the neoliberal policies have not benefited most Salvadorans and the gap between rich and poor widens. Emigration continues to be one of the few options for economic mobility. Negroponte concludes that the peace accords did not solve all of El Salvador's woes. Nonetheless, the process of international mediation examined in this important book opens a valuable lens for looking at contemporary political conflict resolution. This book provides a history of the construction of urban space in Guatemala from the 1920s to the early 2000s. Through an analysis of government documents, newspaper reports, and oral histories, Way traces the evolution of urban neighborhoods, informal markets, state institutions, rural communities, and transnational corporations. He argues that U.S.-led capitalist development in twentieth-century Guatemala reinforced supposedly "backward" forms of economic and social interaction. Political leaders who throughout the century pursued top-down projects of economic modernization helped create a nation, but not one with a democratic political system or a socially mobile urban population. Rather, the result was extreme levels of socioeconomic inequality. This reality largely explains the highly chaotic and violent history of Guatemala City during the twentieth century.
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According to Way, many of the social ills facing Guatemala today stem from a hundred years of capitalist development. Economic modernization became the mantra of Guatemalan elites during the early decades of the twentieth century. Jorge Ubico, the dictator who ruled the country between 1931 and 1944, facilitated the expansion of U.S. capital, in the process installing a repressive regime that benefited the export sector and rested on forced Maya and ladino labor. Ubico's policies gave birth to an "anti-modern" nation-state characterized by political violence and profound racial divisions. Modernization was born and survived during the years of the October Revolution (1944 Revolution ( -1954 . Indeed, revolutionary leaders sought to bring about a new political and economic order through highly centralized projects, particularly in the form of urban development and land reform. They encountered, however, a chaotic social reality, as exemplified by growing rates of rural-to-urban migration and the proliferation of urban slums such El Gallito in Guatemala City.
The U.S.-sponsored overthrow of President Jacobo Arbenz in 1954 gave rise to a series of military governments. These regimes appropriated the policies and political discourses of the revolutionary years while infusing them with a reactionary tint reminiscent of the Ubico years. During the civil war , Guatemalan generals promoted the expansion of commercial agriculture and pursued a violent genocidal counterinsurgency campaign designed to connect the capital to the countryside, defeat the Marxist-inspired guerrilla movement, and ultimately expand the power of the state. Their developmentdriven policies ended up reinforcing long-standing social problems, particularly at urban spaces such as La Terminal, Guatemala City's main market and bus station. As the twentieth century came to an end, it became apparent that capitalist development had
